
Notice of Ecclesiastical Standing as a living Man/Woman

To whom it may concern please notice that the bearer is asserting the following:

Please accept my sincere apologies for my mistake of fact; a mistake of fact that I have only recently become 
aware of and for the sake of clarity is outlined below.

My mistake of fact being that I, a man, could ever have truly been any of the following fictional things known as a
name, a surname, or a title such as “Mr” or a monster known as a Human or human being, either spoken or 
written, especially in the all capitalised foreign sign Glossa/language or argot known as “Dog Latin”.

When in truth I can and could only be what my creator, Yahua, and mother know me to be, either a man or young 
man or how Yahusha/Christ and my family and friends know me. I now realise than those things known as 
“name”, “surname” and “Mr” including a DOB were and are Crown copyright and thus in truth never mine to use.

The document known as a birth certificate clearly states that its contents are Crown copyright; it also states that 
the birth certificate is not proof of identity. Therefore any and all documentation derived from that birth certificate 
cannot be used as evidence of identity. Such documentation may include but is not limited to a passport, a driving 
licence, a bank account and/or a bank card, NHS card, or even school reports, examination passes and paper 
qualifications etc.

In the manner that I may in good faith receive a £50 note, only to be told later by a bank teller that the same £50 
note is fraudulent and a fake note, I become a victim of fraud and in honour I must suffer and bear the loss. 
However, the moment I attempt to pass that same fake and fraudulent £50 not off as being genuine, I am then in 
dishonour and knowingly commit with malice of forethought the criminal offence of fraud.

In the past and in good faith, I have received, accepted and consented to documentation identifying me as a name, 
a surname and/or title written in the all capitalised argot known as dog Latin and I accepted that documentation to 
be authentic, true and genuine. I had no reason to doubt those who had assumed authority over me from an early 
age and they without exception confirmed that such documentation was authentic, genuine and true. I trusted them
and I accepted their guidance without question.

As such, I had mistakenly assumed that such documentation was not only confirming that that was who I must be. 
It also confirmed that I was responsible and liable for the content and any charges made against it as well. I 
genuinely had no idea that my assumptions were not only erroneous but also fraudulent and illegal.

I therefore apologise for any vexation or inconvenience that I may have caused others by endorsing this mistake of
fact and I now humbly beseech all those concerned to amend any and all such documentation appropriately. I am 
in honour now obliged to make my own amends by way of revoking any and all implied rights of consent, 
presumed contracts and/or agreements made in perpetuity that were assumed and/or based on my erroneously 
consenting to be a name, surname, title or DOB with immediate effect and with all of my unalienable freedoms 
and rights reserved with none waived.

I appreciate that it may take time to amend the conversion of my estate and the dominion originally gifted to me 
by the Almighty, the Creator of all that is, was and will be salvaged based on the assumption that I was either lost 
at sea or deceased. Therefore, until such time as the Almighty, the Creator of all that is, was and will be, original 
decree, will and intention can be honoured, I am obliged to humbly beseech those charged with the administration 
of that estate to provide me with cure and maintenance until such time as I am able to fully honour and fulfil the 
Almighty, Creator of that is and will be, the original decree, will and intention.

Let it be known from this day forward and in perpetuity that I am to be known as Yahusha/Christ know me and 
not by any fictional concoctions expressed in foreign argots criminal or otherwise without there being clear 
irrefutable evidence of my full written consent with all of my unalienable rights reserved, none being waived, 
bearing either my seal and/or my autograph.

Please Notice

Those demanding ID, possession, name, surname and title, DOB etc. will be demanding that which is not mine to 
give them and will therefore be inciting me to commit crimes of theft and fraud.

If they do so while holding a public office and are belligerently refusing to honour their sworn oath under the 
penalty of perjury and are acting outside of their contract of employment or license. They will be committing the 
following offences, perjury, inciting criminal behaviour, malfeasance and malpractice of public office, theft, fraud 
and intention to defraud, with other offences being taken under consideration.



On and for the record I am asserting my unalienable right to exercise those freedoms bestowed on me by the 
Creator of all that is, was and will be, upheld by her majesty the Queen to go about my business without let or 
hindrance and to avail myself, if required to do so, or any and all assistance afforded to me be a Constable, a 
Sheriff, HM Military personnel whose sworn duty is to assist me in exercising those freedoms and to protect my 
unalienable rights as sworn by HM the Queen in 1953 at her coronation.

Any corporate entity found trespassing those freedoms can therefore by identifying themselves to being with-
outlaw or an enemy combatant that has wilfully chosen to go against the expressed will and intention of the 
creator, HM the Queen, the loyal people of this country and also myself for personal gain or profit, and as such 
they must expect to eventually be robustly dealt with.

With sincerity and with all unalienable rights reserved and none waived


